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Trying to sell

Home Selling

Checklist
When you put your home on the market you may have
hoped excitedly for it to sell quickly and at the very least
you’d have lots of viewers wanting to look around your
lovely home.

When it comes to selling your home, there are many
factors that affect saleability, either adversely or
beneficially. The trick is to optimise the benefits and in
doing so, outweigh any negatives there might be.

But that was several weeks, if not months ago. As the
viewings dwindle to only one or two a month, your
enthusiasm has waned and you’re beginning to wonder
what else you can do.

The first impression people get of your home will
influence their decision to view.

If you ask your estate agent, they will probably blame the
market or your asking price but before you consider changing
the price take a look at our Home Selling Checklist to
make sure you and your agent have all the bases covered.

• Does your brochure describe the property
and all of the features?

Ask yourself the following questions:

• Local amenities, schools, bus routes and sports clubs
• Room description and measurements
• For sale board
• Newspaper advertising
• Web advertising
• Office Window Display
• Accompanied Viewings

“

The first
impression
people get of
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view

”

Checklist

Does your brochure describe the property
and all of the features?
We should be trying to create a picture in peoples’ minds to
tempt them through your door. Window, fireplace, radiator,
TV point was the description used by one agent for the
sitting room of a beautiful stone cottage with a working
inglenook fire, a timber vaulted ceiling and exposed elm
floorboards. No wonder they struggled to arrange viewings!

“

A brochure that looks and reads the same as that of every other house
on the market, presented on cheap copy paper, does not give the
right impression and certainly does not make your home stand out.
Are all the photographs in focus and are there shots of the
front, all main rooms and gardens?
Think about how you search for a holiday. You’ll either look
on-line, read the travel agents glossy brochure or visit their shop.
Whichever it is, good photos will make you read more and if the
description of the hotel, local restaurants, amenities and the
beach are interesting, you’ll take it further.
Searching for a house is no different; we need to make potential
buyers want to view and the quality of the brochure plays a huge
part in that.
If the main description is interesting, a potential buyer will read
more. Is it old, is there a history, is it in a cul-de-sac, does it look
over open fields, has it been extended, refurbished, are the
kitchen and bathrooms re-fitted. These are all pertinent points
that must be mentioned as well as any other features that make
it stand out. We don’t know whether one or a combination of
these points will be the viewing trigger, but if they are not
highlighted, no one will know.

Checklist

Local amenities, schools, bus routes and
sports clubs

Do you know what amenities a village 10 miles away offers?
probably not. In fact most people don’t, so local information
is imperative and will almost certainly be a factor in that
viewing trigger.
Most towns and villages have a website nowadays and these are
a great source of local information. Is the village or town web
address mentioned? If not, why not.
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Checklist

Room description and measurements
The way we portray each room is as important as the main
description. Having tempted the viewer to read more of
your brochure, it’s essential that the rest of it is interesting
too. Rooms should read as thought-provoking descriptive
paragraphs and features should be backed up with photographs, helping to create a picture in peoples’ minds.

“

Don’t forget, the way that your brochure looks and reads on
paper has a direct influence on your web presence too. Generally
the details automatically upload direct from the agents’ database and with over 90% of buyers starting their search for a
property on-line, it goes without saying that a poorly presented
paper brochure means poorly presented e-marketing.
To coin a well know 80’s phrase, garbage in, garbage out...

Checklist

For sale board
To dispel a popular myth, for sale boards are there to tell
people your home is for sale, not as a free advert for the
agent. They play a very important role and if you don’t
have one, you will be affecting your chances of a sale.
It’s quite amazing how word gets out when a board goes up.
Neighbours telling friends, people driving past, a comment in
the local pub, it doesn’t really matter, the important thing is that
people are talking about your property, giving you a better
chance of attracting more viewings.
Just a few words of caution though. If you see two or more boards
outside a house, what does that tell you? Apart from looking a
mess, buyers will assume there is something wrong, you’re overpriced or desperate to sell. Definitely only have one board.
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Checklist

Web advertising
Large multi-office chains will tell you that your brochure is
available throughout their whole network of offices,
dramatically increasing your chances of finding a buyer.
Absolute rubbish!
It is not physically possible for every office to hold details for every
house unless they are printed on-demand from the internet and then
you’re back to cheap copy paper and poor presentation.

Checklist

Newspaper advertising
A page of small boxes with hard to read copy and your
house stuck in the middle somewhere is not very
imaginative or impressive.
Your agent should tailor the advertising to suit your home,
carrying on the theme of the brochure, with crisp photos and a
compelling description, not cram as many properties as possible
onto a page.
Ideally adverts should appear every 2-3 weeks with as wide a
coverage as possible, showing internal photos and any views.
Regularly changing the photograph angles and description also
helps to keep it fresh.
Remember - Budget marketing achieves budget results - So don’t
accept second best.

Go on-line to your agents’ website to see if the full brochure, with all
of the photos is available as a PDF download. If it isn’t, the general
public will be having the same problem, reducing the number of
potential buyers and your chances of selling.
Check to see which property portals your agent subscribes to.
Rightmove is an absolute must nowadays and any additional sites that
expose your home to different sectors of the market, such as
relocation and commuters will also assist.

“
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Checklist

Office window display
Is your property prominent in the agents window and is
that in a busy thoroughfare or high street?
Whilst foot traffic into agents’ offices has reduced with the
advent of the internet, this is still a very important factor and a
sharp, in focus photograph in your agents window display is very
important.

Checklist

Accompanied viewings
Have the viewings that have happened so far been
accompanied by the agent and have you had constructive
feedback?
Your agent should bring every viewer round, that’s what you are
paying them for. The only involvement you should have is if the
buyer has any questions (always a good sign) and the agent feels
its right to involve you in a conversation.
In an ideal world you should be out, but if you can’t be, you
should be introduced and then leave them alone. Looking over
their shoulder will make them nervous and you can answer any
questions they may have at the end.
If you find you are showing viewers around yourself on a regular
basis, you should sack your agent and instruct one who will carry
out all the viewings.
Understandably, owners are often close to their homes and can go
into too much detail from the outset. Viewers then switch off and
you may have lost the opportunity. Point out the features of each
room and once they have looked around, let them have a wander
on their own.
Don’t ask them what they think or out of politeness they will tell
you how lovely your home is whether they like it or not. Say your
goodbyes and ask them to contact the agent when they’ve had a
chance to think about it.
Generally if they’re interested you’ll know within 2-3 days, but the
agent should talk to them anyway and feed back to you regardless.

“
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Conclusiion
Hopefully, some of these tips will make a difference.
If your agent gets even one of them wrong there will be an
adverse effect on an important part of your marketing.
All of these points should be addressed and given a chance
to work before you consider reducing your price.
If you want to retain your agent, give them the chance to re-take
the photos professionally, create a new brochure and address the
marketing and advertising. If they won’t, instruct one who will.
Give it a few more weeks and see whether the changes increase
the enquiry levels and viewing activity. If not, only then should
you consider reducing the asking price.
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